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-ably
-cious
-tious
-cial
-tial

-tion
-ant

-ance

-ancy
-ent

-ence

-ency

atrocious audacious auspicious delicious ferocious gracious luscious malicious precious
precocious spacious subconscious suspicious tenacious vicious vivacious
ambitious cautious contentious infectious conscientious nutritious pretentious
fictitious superstitious ostentatious facetious surreptitious unpretentious
antisocial artificial social special official financial commercial crucial provincial racial
beneficial superficial unofficial facial glacial sacrificial multiracial
potential essential initial substantial residential presidential partial influential differential
spatial confidential martial sequential impartial preferential consequential celestial
circumstantial prudential torrential inconsequential insubstantial quintessential evidential
hesitation attention toleration co-ordination application consideration observation
expectation adoration application
important significant defendant servant assistant constant sergeant relevant tenant
pleasant peasant consultant merchant giant infant applicant brilliant participant
accountant dominant warrant instant distant covenant unpleasant elephant pregnant
protestant reluctant elegant inhabitant variant irrelevant attendant descendant claimant
migrant occupant informant ignorant dependant extravagant pollutant triumphant
tolerant observant expectant hesitant
performance importance finance distance insurance balance advance appearance
circumstance dance glance significance assistance resistance alliance entrance substance
allowance acceptance instance enhance assurance appliance attendance stance
ambulance relevance guidance compliance inheritance disturbance ignorance renaissance
romance clearance surveillance tolerance resemblance abundance reassurance
annoyance avoidance elegance grievance reliance maintenance observance
pregnancy fancy redundancy consultancy tenancy expectancy discrepancy vacancy
accountancy occupancy infancy truancy hesitancy poignancy vibrancy buoyancy
development different went moment management present department president
patient movement event student agreement environment treatment parent statement
investment employment argument extent represent element comment prevent client
current document recent payment accident assessment content involvement
commitment requirement agent arrangement independent spent improvement
appointment settlement experiment incident establishment component obedient
confident innocent decent frequent
experience evidence difference influence defence science conference reference
presence sentence confidence existence silence audience absence consequence violence
sequence offence licence intelligence preference hence independence essence fence
residence incidence competence correspondence interference pence dependence
negligence occurrence emergence obedience coincidence commence insistence
excellence inference prominence patience innocence
agency emergency currency efficiency tendency frequency constituency presidency
consistency deficiency urgency dependency contingency decency inconsistency
sufficiency transparency regency proficiency complacency delinquency insufficiency
indecency residency fluency competency excellency leniency clemency inefficiency
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adorable advisable agreeable applicable avoidable capable breakable changeable
comfortable dependable disposable employable enjoyable fashionable identifiable
inexcusable manageable miserable noticeable portable probable reasonable reliable
remarkable replaceable respectable sociable valuable considerable tolerable
understandable
probably presumably reasonably inevitably considerably notably invariably remarkably
comfortably preferably suitably arguably understandably uncomfortably unreasonably
reliably irritably miserably predictably unmistakably undeniably unquestionably
inextricably regrettably justifiably unbelievably inexplicably unavoidably uncontrollably
impeccably agreeably amiably adorably applicably tolerably
accessible audible credible destructible edible flexible horrible impossible incredible
indestructible invincible legible possible responsible reversible sensible susceptible terrible
visible forcible
possibly terribly audibly forcibly sensibly visibly horribly impossibly irresistibly
responsibly incredibly
conferring deferring inferring preferring referring retransferring transferring conferred
deferred inferred preferred referred retransferred transferred deferral referral transferral
reference referencing referee refereeing buffering differing offering reoffering suffering
interfering pilfering buffered differed offered pilfered reoffered suffered conferencing feral
transferal circumference conference difference indifference inference interference
preference
ought bought thought nought brought fought rough tough enough cough though although
dough through breakthrough thorough borough plough bough
ceiling conceit deceive perceive receive receipt conceited conceive deceit
co-ordinate re-enter co-operate co-own

accommodate accompany according achieve aggressive amateur ancient apparent
appreciate attached available average awkward
bargain bruise
category cemetery committee communicate community competition conscience conscious
controversy convenience correspond criticise (critic + ise) curiosity
definite desperate determined develop dictionary disastrous
embarrass environment equip (–ped, –ment) especially exaggerate excellent existence
explanation
familiar foreign forty frequently
government guarantee harass hindrance
identity immediate(ly) individual interfere interrupt
language leisure lightning
marvellous mischievous muscle necessary neighbour nuisance
occupy occur opportunity
parliament persuade physical prejudice privilege profession programme pronunciation
queue recognise recommend relevant restaurant rhyme rhythm
sacrifice secretary shoulder signature sincere(ly) soldier stomach sufficient suggest symbol
system
temperature thorough twelfth
variety vegetable vehicle yacht

